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A simple method for the calculation of approximate
energies of atomic levels is presented in this paper. It is
based on the derivation of linear relations which express
the unknown energy in terms of observed energy values of
the atom and its ions. It is shown that the degree of approx-
imation increases with the amount of experimental data
available for use in the calculation and also how the best
formulas can be obtained for each case. Several tables are
given containing formulas for configuration involving s
and p electrons. They are applied to the spectra of carbon,
nitrogen and oxygen and the energy values so determined
are compared with those known from observations. In an
appendix the method of approximation is compared with
the quantum mechanical perturbation method. .
I. INTRQDUcTIQN
~HE energy states of a system consisting of
several electrons in a central field can be
found approximately by the use of the perturba-
tion method in the solution of the wave equation.
The problem of determining the energy states
with an accuracy approaching that with which
they are known experimentally is suAiciently
complicated of solution, that at present it has
been carried out for the two electron case only.
For many electrons the problem has been solved
in the first order by Slater' and calculations
have been made for several elements with wave
functions determined by the method of Hartree.
These calculations, while remarkably good when
the complexity of the problem is considered are
still not accurate enough in general to be of much
use in the prediction and the correlation of
atomic energy states. For this purpose it is
desirable to have an easier and more accurate
way of obtaining the energy states.
In this article we shall develop approximate
relations between the energy states of an atom
and its ions. An unknown energy level can then
be calculated. by expressing it in terms of
observed energy values. This is much fess
dificult than the direct quantum mechanical
calculation because the relations derived here
are simple linear expressions. Furthermore, the
relations possess the favorable property that the
* This is the first of a series of articles on this subject.
Later papers will contain relations in isoelectronic spectra,
formulas for configurations involving other than s and p
electrons, a special treatment of the cases in which electrons
are "lacking" from a complete shell and other extensions of
the method presented here.
f At present at Columbia University.
' J. C. Slater, Phys. Rev. 34, 1293 (1929).
degree of accuracy increases rapidly with the
amount of experimental information used. In
almost all important cases the results are suf6-
ciently accurate to be of value for spectroscopic
purposes whereas such accuracy can hardly
ever be reached with other methods used at
present for the calculation of energies.
The method by which observed energies are
used for the prediction of unknown levels is
based on principles which are also very simple.
In a one-electron a,tom or ion (that is one
electron outside of a core of closed she11s), the
observed energy levels give direct information
about the binding energy of that outer electron.
If we add an electron the observed energies of
the two-electron ion compared with those of the
one-electron ion give information about the
change in energy due to the interaction between
the two electrons. From the observed energies
in three- and more-electron spectra further
details about the interaction can be obtained
and it is this information which is used for the
calculation of unknown energies.
II. THE MANY PARTIcLE PRoBLEM
(a) Let us consider the one-particle problem,
for example one electron outside a core of closed
shells. We shall denote its quantum states by
A, B, C, etc. , and the energies to remove the
particle by W(A), W(B), W(C), etc We add. a
particle and consider next the configuration AB
of the two particle system. ' If there were no
' For the present it is assumed that all degeneracies have
been removed. It should further be noted that we assume
that it is possible to ascribe each energy level to a definite
configuration. This condition is fulfilled in all cases in which
this method of approximation can be successfully applied.
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interaction between the two particles the total
energy to remove both would be
Wp(AB) = W(A) +W(B).
The energy actually observed, W(AB), difFers
from this by an amount w(AB) which we shall
call "pair energy" and which is de6ned by the
relation
W(AB) = W(A) +W(B)+w(AB). (2)
The "pair energy" represents the inQuence of
the interaction of the two particles on the total
energy.
Let us consider three particles in the con6gura-
tion ABC. If there were no interaction the total
energy would be
Wp(ABC) = W(A)+W(B)+W(C). (3)
This will of course be a very rough approximation
to the energy actually observed, W(ABC). By
using the values of the "pair energies" one is
led to a next approximation
The "triple energy" represents the change in
the total energy due to the inhuence of the
third particle on the interaction of the other two.
In the system of four particles we can set up
three successive approximations Wp(ABCD),
Wi(ABCD), and Wp(ABCD) which we shall call
"zeroth, " "first, " and "second approximation, "
respectively. 8'0 uses only the one-electron
energies, IVI includes the "pair energies" and
Sq the "pair" and "triple energies. " The
expressions are
Wp(AB CD) = Q W(a),
Wi(ABCD) = Q W(a)+ Qw(aP)
= Q W(aP) —2Q W(a),
Wp(ABCD) = Q W(a) +Qw(aP) +Qw(aPy)
= EW(aPv) ZW('a—P)+ZW(a) (9).
The difference between the last approximation
and the energy actually observed gives the
"quadruple energy, " de6ned by
Wi(ABC) = W(A) + W(B)+W(C) W(ABCD) = Q W(a)+Qw(aP)
+w(AB)+w(AC)+w(BC) +Pw(aPy)+w(ABCD). (10)
or
Wi(ABC) = W(AB)+ W(AC)+ W(BC)
—W(A) —W(B) —W(C). (4)
The notation will be simpli6ed by writing
QW(aP) to indicate the sum of two-particle
energies and Q W(a) for the sum of one-particle
energies, the sums to be extended over the states
of the configuration such as in Eq. (4). In this
notation Eq. (4) can be written
The right sides of Eqs. (4) of (5) contain only
observed energies. This expression is often a
good approximatioo to the actual energy
W(ABC). The difference between the actual
energy and this approximation we shall call the
"triple energy, " w(ABC). It is defined by the
equation
W(ABC) = W(A)+ W(B)+W(C)+w(AB)
+w(A C)+w(BC)+w(ABC)
or
W(ABC) = Q W(aP) —Q W(a)+w(ABC). (6)
The energy of a system containing five
particles can be built up in much the same way
as those of systems containing fewer particles.
Wp(ABCDE) appearing in this case for the first
time contains in addition to the energy of the
pairs and the triples also the energy of the
quadruples.
Wp(ABCDE) = Q W(a),
Wi(ABCDE) = g W(aP) —3Q W(a),




Wp(ABCDE) = Q W(aPyb) —Q W(aPy)
+P W(aP) —Q W(a). (14)
It is clear that the procedure which has been
followed above can be continued and thus
extended to any desired number of particles.
Indeed the approximate energy including the
interaction in groups one less than the total
number of particles may easily be written for
the case of n particles.
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—Q W(e&np o. 2) +
+(—1)" 'QW(ning)+( —1)"QW(ni). (15)
The fact that in all important cases the "pair, "
"triple, " "quadruple energies, " etc. , form a
rapidly decreasing series is the reason for the
usefulness of this method of approximation.
It has been tacitly assumed, in the relations
which have been developed. above that it is
possible to determine on which states of the
(f 1), (f—2),—etc. , particle systems, a particular
state of the f particle system is built. It is
necessary to know for each state into what
state of the single particle problem it will be
transformed if the interaction between the
particles is removed. Although this is always
uniquely determined theoretically, there are
cases where it is not known with certainty. For
atoms, this happens when levels of diBerent
configurations lie so near together that the large
perturbations make it difficult to assign con-
figurations to the individual levels. For the
important low energy states of atoms, this
difficulty occurs infrequently.
A further difhculty which appears in the
atomic problem when only the electrostatic
interaction is considered, is the high degree of
degeneracy. Due to this degeneracy, it seems at
first impossible to determine for a multiplet of a
configUration of equivalent electrons, on which
multiplet of the ion it is built. This is purely a
formal difficulty which can be overcome and. it
will be discussed later (section III) when the
atomic problem is presented in greater detail.
(b) It has been shown in the preceding section
how the energy states of the many particle
problem can be related to those of the cases of
successively less particles down to and includ-
ing the one particle problem. It is frequently
the case, however, that some of the energies
which are needed for the determination are not
known. ' In such a case it will be shown that the
energy of the given many-particle problem can
still be found (somewhat less accurately, to
be sure) in terms of those which are known.
Suppose that one wishes to express the energy
of a state of the five particle problem in
terms of those of four, three and two particles,
without using the energies of the one particle
problem. For this purpose we consider Eq. (9).
In the five particle case there are four other
equations similar to (9) which may be written
for Wm(ABCE), W2(ABDE), W2(ACDE) and
W2(BCDE). With these five relations it is
possible to eliminate the quantities W(A), W(B),
W(C), W(D), and W(E) from relation (14). In
the result it is necessary to replace the approxi-
mate energy W2(ABCD) by the exact energy
W(ABCD), and similarly for the others, bees.use
the approximate energies involve a knowledge
of the single particIe energies. The result is
given in (16), the energy of the five particle
problem now being written W2'(ABCDE) due
to the approximations that have been made.
W, '(ABCDE) = 3/4P W(~»S)
1/2&—W(~»)+ 1/42 W(~/l) (16)
It is not necessary to go through this lengthy
algebraic elimination to obtain (16). Since there
are three coe%cients which may be adjusted, we
can fix them such that the 0th, 1st and 2nd
approximations of both sides are identical. The
number of approximations which can be balanced
in this way depends entirely upon the number of
coefficients on the right side of the equation and
that may change according to the specific case
consid, ered. This observation leads to the fol-
lowing practical method of determining the
coefficients. Let us first rewrite (16) with
unknown coefficients as in (17).
W2'(ABCDE) =xQ W(n»b)
—yQ W(n») +sQ W(aP), (17)
If the 0th order approximations are to be the
same on both sides of (17) then the coefficients
must be so adjusted that a particular state, say
2, occurs the same number of times on each
side. In the first sum there are four terms
containing A, in the second sum six and in the
last four, and A occurs once on the left side.
This gives the numbers needed for (18).
(A) 1=4x—6y+4s.
Proceeding similarly with a pair of states, for
example (AB) and next with a group of three,




The solution of Eqs. (18), (19) and (20) gi e
the coefficients of (16).
The same method used above to determine
the coefficients can be used to get an idea of the
relative approximation of the formulas. Let us
compare (13) and (16) which give Wq(ABCDE)
and W2'(ABCDE).
Since 'the energies of the singles and pairs cancel
i.n this equation, it is a first approximation. In
addition, all those groups of three which involve
the core states D and 8 also cancel and the
only one which is riot considered. is the triple
w(ABC). This triple energy is just the difference
between the exact energy and the first approxi-
mation in the three electron problem, so it
appears that, including terms of the second
approximation, Eq. (22) which expresses the
energies of the three electrons relative to the
core, neglects the same interaction which is
neglected in the problem of three electrons
without a core. There are, however, in the
problem including the core, several quadruple
energies (those not containing both D and E)
and of course the quintuple energy which are also
neglected. Since these are in general considerably
smaller than the triple energy which was neg-
lected it is apparent that the energies may well
be considered relative to the core, and the
resulting equation may be expected to hold
nearly as we11 as the similar equation for the
same particles without core.
(c) In order to get an idea of the accuracy to
be expected from the relations presented above,
the method of approximations will be compared
with the usual perturbation theory. Table I
Wg(A 8CDE) = Q W(nP7) —2P W(nP)
+3P W(n), (13)
W2'(ABCDE) = 3/4Q W(nPy8)
1/2—Q W(nPy) +1/4Q W(nP) '(1.6)
Each of these relations is a second approximation,
that is, the interaction in groups of three as
well as the interaction in pairs has been taken
into account. W2'(ABCDE), however, is a some-
what better approximation. If we consider the
interaction in groups of four, for example in a
particular group of four (ABCD), it is seen that
the interaction of this group of four occurs once
in W(ABCDE). This interaction does not ap-
pear at all in the expression given above for
Wm(ABCDE) while it occurs with a factor 3/4 in
the expression for W2'(ABCDE), so the latter is
a better approximation to the exact energy
W(ABCDE) than W2(ABCDE).
In the practical application of these relations
to atoms, one seldom knows the energies of-all
ions down to the single electron case. We shall
now show that thi4 method can be used when
the energies are only those of the .electrons
outside the core. Let us take a group of three
electrons in states A, 9 and C outside a core of
two electrons in states D and K The symbol *
will be used to indicate an energy relative to the
core, thus W*(ABC) is defined by (21).
TABLE I. Relation of the energy corrections in the recurrence method to those
in the perturbation method.






etc.W*(ABC) = W(ABCDE) —W(DE). (21)
From (4) we can write a relation for Wi*(ABC).
Wi*(ABC) = W*(AB)+W*(A C) +W"(BC)
—W*(A) —W*(B)—W*(C). (22)
shows the relation between the two methods.
The columns in this table give the energy
corrections as they have been applied. in this
paper, first the pair energy, next the triples, etc.
The rows list successively the energy corrections
given by the ordinary perturbation theory. The
energy correction which arises from the source
In terms of total energies including the core (22)
may be written as (23).
(19) Wr" (ABCDE) = W(ABDE)+ W(A CDE)
(20) +W(BCDE) —W(A DE) —W(BDE)
—W(CDE)+ W(DE). (23)
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indicated at the head of a row or column is
split up into all the individual parts, designated
by crosses in that row or column. Thus, there is
a contribution to the total pair. energy from each
order of the perturbation starting with the first.
It is, indeed, immediately apparent that if the
relation considered is a first approximation or
better and if the exact energies of the two
particle problem are used in that relation, then
all the higher orders of the pair interaction have
been included. It appears from Table I that the
triple energy enters for the first time in the
second order of the perturbation theory. It also
appears that if the pair energy is considered
then the comp/etc first order of the perturbation
theory is included. Similarly if the triple energy
is considered then the complete second order of
the perturbation theory is included, etc. The
proof of these statements will be found, in
Appendix I. It will appear that the first approxi-
mation is expected to hold better than a first
order calculation by the perturbation theory
since the part of the second order which is
included in the former is considerable.
IIIa. ABsoLUTE AToMIc ENERGIEs
The recurrence rriethod described in the pre-
ceding section will next be applied to the problem
of atomic energy states. The present treatment
is limited to those states involving s and p
electrons; the states involving d electrons will
be treated separately, later. It is essential for
the application of the recurrence method to be
able to correlate states of successive stages of
ionization. The great degeneracy of the problem
offers a serious complication. To overcome this
complication it is necessary to introduce quan-
tum numbers which describe the system with all
degeneracy removed, and second to correlate
' these non-degenerate states with the degenerate
states which are found from experiment. This
involves no fundamental difficulties and can be
carried out by a procedure which has already
been used several times for atomic energy
problems and which originated with the well-
known sum relations of Pauli.
Let us consider the problem of an atom with
electrostatic and spin-orbit interaction of the
electrons neglected. If a magnetic field is intro-
duced the degeneracy is completely removed and
each electron is in a particular quantum state
which is characterized by the quantum numbers
n, I, s, m„and nz~ representing for each electron,
respectively, the total quantUm number, the
orbital quantum number, the spin quantum
number and the projections of the spin and
orbital momenta on the magnetic field. If we
now introduce the electrostatic interaction be-
tween the electrons but still neglect the spin-
orbit interaction (Russell-Saunders coupling),
each state is characterized by a particular value
of the resultant spin S, a particular value of the
resultant orbital moment I. and their magnetic
projection MB and 3f~. It is necessary to find
how the states characterized by the quantum
numbers n, l, s, nz, and m~ of the individual
electrons are related with those denoted by S,
L, ~8 and
Since iV8 and 3fz, are the total projections
of the spin and orbital momenta, we have the
relations
~s = Zm. , 3Sr.= Zm, . (24)
The sums are taken over all the electrons. In a
few cases where there is only one level with a
given Ms and 3III„ the sum relations (24) are
sufficient to correlate these with the individual
electron quantum states. In general, however,
this correlation is somewhat more involved.
Two electrons
Let us first consider two equivalent p electrons.
In Table II are gathered all the states of p' for
which M 8+3fz,—0. It is known that this
configuration gives rise to multiplets 3I' (S=1,
I.=1), 'D (S=O, I =2) and 'S (S=O, I =0).
The first two columns give the various states of
the individual electrons omitting the quantum
numbers e, I and s. If one of these states has
energy W(A) and W(B) for the individual
electrons then the particular combination of
multiplets found in the last column has the
energy W(AB) as is indicated at the bottom of
the table. The third column gives the total
projections M8 and Ml. . The last column gives
the multiplet or combination of multiplets which
can be assigned to each individual non-degenerate
state. It is clear that each of the first four rows
are states belonging to 'P since only for 'P is
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ms mI M8 Mg
1/2 1
1/2 0
1/2 —1 1 0
1 —1

































1/2 1 —1/2 1 0
1 1/2 3P +1/2 'D
1/2 3P+1/2 iD
0 1/2 3P+1/6 'D+1/3 iS
2/3 iD+1/3 iS
















1/2 3P+ 1/2 iP
W(AB)
w(A) w(B) Mg Ml, W(A B)
there a projection M8 —~1. Similarly the fifth
state belongs to 'D since only for 'D is there a
projection Ml, —2, The assignment of the combi-
nation of multiplets to the states with 3IIq=0,
3II1,=1 and those with 3f8=0, 35~=0 cannot
be made in this way. To the first set belong 'P
and D and to the second 'I' 'D and '5. The
coefficients in the linear combinations which are
correlated with each state can be found by
standard quantum mechanical methods, for
example by the famous $, q method. They can
also be found directly from the recurrence
method, as is demonstrated in Appendix 2.
Since we neglect the spin-orbit interaction, it is
not necessary to distinguish between the various
J-levels of each multiplet. In order to find the
energies it is not necessary to know the coeAi-
cients for the 358 =0, 351,= 1 group since 'I' and
'D are determined elsewhere, but for the deterrni-
nation of the coefficients in more complicated
configurations directly from the recurrence
method, it is necessary to know the proper linear
combination for each individual state. It should
be noted that the sum of the cock.cients for each
state, as well as the sum of the coefficients of a
particular multiplet in a group with given Mg
and 3SII., is 1.
Table III gives the configuration sp, showing
the linear combination of 'I' and 'I' for each
non-degenerate state with M~+2VII. ~O. All
those states with 3IIq= ~1 are 'F' alone, while
the two sets with Sf' =0 are 'I' and 'I' together.
The coefficients in the linear combinations can
be found in a way similar to that used above for
p' or they can be written directly as I/2, since
one state with 358 —0 and Ml. —1 can be ob-
tained from the other by changing the signs of
the spins. The same is true for the two states
with &~=0 and MI. =O. It is not necessary to
give a table for s' since this gives but one
multiplet, 'S. With the help of these tables for
the two electron systems, we can now build
configurations of more than two electrons,
restricting ourselves at present to s electrons and
to equivalent p electrons.
Three electrons
The first three electron system to be con-
sidered is the configuration p' which gives the
multiplets 4S, 'D and 'I'. The first three columns
of Table IV give the individual electron states
A, J3 and C. The fifth column gives the linear
combination of multiplets assigned to each state.
The first state is uniquely 45 and the second 'D.
The assignment of linear combinations to the
other states is discussed in detail in Appendix 2.
The last column of Table IV gives the sum of
the two electron states (AB)+(AC)+(BC) on
which the three electron states are built. For
example, if we consider the first state we find
that each of the three possible two electron
states belong to p2 6' in Table II.
The configuration sp' gives the multiplets 4I',
'I' 'D and'5. The first three columns of Table V
give the states of the individual electrons. The
fifth column gives the linear combination of
multiplets corresponding to each state. Each of
the first three states is uniquely 4I' and each of
the next two is uniquely 'D. The proper linear
combination to be assigned to the other states
is discussed in Appendix 2. The last two columns
give the multiplets of p' and sp, respectively, on
which the three electron states of sp' are built.
Table VI gives the non-degenerate states of
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3/2 2P+7/6 iD+1/3 iS
3/2 2P+7/6 iD+1/3 iS
3/2 2P g3/2 iD
3/2 SP+7/6 iD+1/3 'S















1/3 4S+1/6 2D+1/2 2P
1/3 4S+2/3 2D
1/3 4S+1/6 2D+1/2 2P
W(ABC)
2 3P+2/3 iD+1/3 iS
2 2P+iD
2 3P+2/3 'D+1/3 iS
W(AB) +W(AC) +W(BC)
TABLE V. Configuration sp2'.
me mt
p






1/2 1 1/2 0 3/2 1









































—1/2 1 1/2 2 2D
1/3 4P+1/2 2D+1/6 2P
1/3 4P+1/2 2D+1/6 2P
1/3 4P +2/3 2P
1/3 4P+1/6 2D+1/6 2P+1/3 2S
2/3 2D +1J3 2S
1/3 4P+1/6 2D+ 1/6 2P+1/3 2S






1/2 'P+1/6 iD +1/3 'S
2/3 iD +1/3 iS






3/2 3P+1/2 iP3P+ iP
3/2 3P+1/2 iP
3/2 3P+ 1/2 iP
3/2 3P +1/2 iP3p+ ip
W(AB) +W(AC)
s'p and is very simple since the two s electrons
form a closed shell.
With the information available in Tables IV,
V and VI it is now possible to write the energies
of the three electron problem directly from Eq.
(4) . From the first state of Table IV, for example,
we may write
Wi(p"&) = 3W(p"P) -3W(p 'P)
Wi(p' 'D) = 3/2 W(p' 'P)
+3/2 W(P' 'D) —3W(P 'P). (26)
W:(p''P) can easily be found by elimination
from the other states which are known in Table
IV. The energies of the various multiplets of p',
sp', s'p and s's' found in this way are presented
in Table VII. The S"s are omitted in Table VII
for convenience.
It is important to note that these energies must
be measured either with respect to the naked
nucleus or to the core, if there is one inside the











TABLE VII. Results for three electrons.
TABLE VI. Configuration s2p.
s s p S2P








3P 23P -2 2P
3P 1/2 ep+3/2 iP —2 2P




1/2 —1/2 1/2 1 1/2 1 2P
1/2 —1/2 1/2 0 1/2 0 2P
1/2 —1/2 —1/2 1 —1/2 1 2P
3/2 3P+1/2 iP
'S 3/2 'P+1/2 iPiS 3/2 3P+1/2 iP
ssS2 sp p sands'
S2p 2P = 3/2 ep+1/2 iP —2P —2 2S
s2s 2S = iS 3/2 ~S+1/2 1S —2 2S —2S'
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ms mt m, mt m, mt MgML,
1/2 0 1/2 —1 —1/2 1 1 1
Multiplets
3P
1/2 1 1/2 0
1/2 1 1/2 0
1/2 —1
1/2 —1
—1/2 0 1 0
—1/2 —1 1 —1
3P
3P
—1/2 1 —1/2 0 —1/2 —1 1/2 —1 —1 1




1/2 —1 —1/2 1 —1/2 0
1/2 0 —1/2 1 —1/2 —1






1/2 —1 —1/2 1 —1/2 —1
1/2 0 —1/2 0 —1/2 —1
1/2 —1 —1/2 1 —1/2 0
(B) (c) (D)






The configuration p' gives rise to the multi-
plets 'I', 'D and 'S. Table UIII shows the
various states of the individual electrons and
the linear combination of the multiplets which
represents each state with Ms+Mr. ~O. Table
IX is a similar table for the configuration sp'.
The energies of the various multiplets of p4, sp'
and also s'p~ in terms of the three, two and one
electron energies are gathered in Table X.
These relations include the single, pair and triple
energies and should therefore be rather good
approximations to the actual energies of the
states. In the notation of the preceding section
these relations are second approximations and
should be written, for example, W~(P4 'E).
The relations given in Table X are suitable
for finding the energy of a state of either the
four, three, two or one electron system in terms
of the others. It may happen that there is not
sufficient information and it is desired to get a
relation, say, between the four, three and two
electron states. Relations which give the relative
energies for this case can be obtained directly
from Table X, by subtraction. If we wish the
absolute energies we can get them in the fol-
lowing way for example for p' 'P. From Table
X we have
%(p' '&) = 4/3 (p' '~) +~/3 (O' 'D)
+ (p' '&) 4(p—' '&) —~/3 (O' 'D)
—
~/3 (p' '~)+4(p '&) (2&)
The energies given here are a11 re1ative to the
closed shell beneath. If we rewrite Eq. (2/)
giving the energies relative to the ion P~P we
find that the terms (P 'P) cancel with the
exception of a single one.
~.*(p"&)=4/3 (p"~")+S/3 (p"D*)
+(p' '&*) 4(p' '&*) --~/3 (O' 'D*)
—i/3 (p S*)+(p Z). (28)






































































































































1/4 ~S+1/12 3S+1/6 3D
same
1/4 5S+1/12 8S+2/3 D
1/4 ~S+3/4 3S
1/4 3D+1/4 iD+ 1/4 3P +1/4 iP
same
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—4 3P —5/3 'D —1/3 'S
—3 3P —8/3 1D —1/3 1S
















+4/3 4P+1/6 2P+3/2 2D
+3/2 2P+3/2 2D
+4/3 4P+1/6 2P +5/6 ~D+2/3 ~S
+3/2 2P +5/6 2D+2/3 2S
—3 SP
—33P
—3/2 'P —3/2 'D
—3/2 3P —3/2 'D
—3/2 3P —5/6 1D —2/3 1S
—3/2 3P —5/6 1D —2/3 1S
—33P
—3P —2 1P
—5/2 3P —1/2 1P
—3/2 3P —3/2 1P
—5/2 'P —1/2 'P
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Now it is possible to eliminate this state by
using the relations for p' from Table VII. This
ca,n be done in a variety of ways since p' gives
three multiplets' but if we use the relation for
45 we find
II'~*(p' 'P) =1/3 (O' 'S*)+5/3 (O' 'D*)
+(O' 'P*) (O' 'P") —5/3—(O' 'D*)
—1/3 (p' 'S*). (29)
This expression cannot be expected to be as
accurate as (27) since (27) is a second approxi-
mation and we have obtained (29) by elimination
with a first approximation. The accuracy of (29)
will be about that of a first approximation
relation such as those in Table VII. No table
of the relations of this lower approximation is
given, since they can be obtained directly from
Tab)es VII and X by elimination. Furthermore,
several relations can be obtained for each state
and the most desirable one will depend upon
the information available in the particular
example at hand.
Five, six and seven electrons
In the set of five electron systems we consider
the configurations sp', p' and s'p'. Table XI
gives the individual electron states for sp' and
the linear combination of the multiplets 4I', 'I',
'D and '5 which characterizes each state.
Several states which give no additional informa-
tion about the energies are omitted. The energy
relations for the various states of sp', p' and
s'p' are given in the following equations.
sP' W8(sP' 'P) = (P' 'P)+(sP') $5/4 'S+5/3 'D+'P+1/12 'Sg —(P') P4/3 'S+5/3 'D+'Pg
—(sP') 511/3 'P+1/3 'P+5/3 'D+1/3 'S3+ (p') L4 'P+5/3 'D+1/3 'Sl
+ (sp) [7/2 'P+1/2 'Pj 4(p 'P) —(s 'S), —
~ If we use any of the other relations the resulting equa- relative accuracy of these different expressions depends on
tions, though different, are quite as good as (23). The the relative accuracy of the relations used from Table VII.
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W (sP' 'P) = (P' 'P)+ (sP') [4/3 'S+5/12 'D+5/4 'D+1/4 sp+3/4 iP]
—(P') [4/3 'S+5/3 'D+'P] (sP—') [2/3 'P+10/3 'P+5/3 D+1/3 2S]
+ (P') [4 'P+5/3 'D+1/3 'S]+(sP) [2 'P+2 'P] —4(P 'P) —(s 'S),
Wa($P4 D) = (P4 iD) y($P3)[9/4 ~D+3/4 iD+3/4 3P+ 1/4. iP]—(P3)[3 2D+2P]
—(sp')[2 'P+'P+8/3 'D+1/3 'S]+(p')[3 'P+8/3 'D+1/3 'S]
+ (sp) [3 'P+'P] 4(p 'P)—(s 'S),
Wa(sp' 'S) = (p' 'S)+ (sp') [3 'P+ 'P] 4(p' 'P)—(sp') [2 'P+ 'P+5/3 'D+4/3 'S]
+ (P') [3 'P+5/3 'D+4/3 'S]+(sP) [3 'P+ 'P] 4(P 'P) —(s 'S),
W&(P' 'P) = (P') [3 'P+5/3 'D+1/3 'S]—(P')[2 'S+5 'D+3 'P]
+(p')[ 'P+'0/ ' +'/ ' ]—'(p' »
s'P& W&(s'Pa 'S) = 3(s&P»p) y(sP&) [5/4 5S+3/4 &S]—3(s'P 2P) —(sP2) [4. 4P+2 P]
(O' 'S)+—(" 'S)+ (sp) L9/2 'p+3/2 'P]+3(p' 'p) —2($ 'S) —3(p 'p)
W3($'p' 'D) = (s'p') [3/2 'P /3/2 'D]+(sp') [3/2 'D+1/2 'D] 3($'p '—P)
—(sP') [2 4P+3 'D+'P] (P' 'D) +(—s' 'S) + (sP) [9/2 'P+3/2 'P]
+ (P2) [3/2 ~P+3/2 iD] —2($ 2S) —3(P 2P),
W (s2P3 2P) = (s~P~) [3/2 3P+5/6 iD+2/3 iS]+($P~) [3/2 3P+1/2 ip] —3(s2P ~P)
—(sP') [2 'P+'P+5/3 'D+4/3 'S]—(P' 'P)+ (s' 'S)
+(sp)[9/2 'P+3/2 'P]+(p')I 3/2 'P+5/6 'D+2/3 'S]—2(s 'S) —3(p 'P)
The lower approximations can be found also for these con6gurations but since they can be obtained
in the straightforward way described above for p' they are not given here.
Of the six electron configurations we consider sp', p' and s'p'. The energies of the various multi-
plets of these in terms of the energies of the higher ions, with all energies measured to the core
beneath, are given in the following relations.
sp' W4(sp' 'P) = (p' 'P) + (sp') [8/3 'P+1/3 'P+5/3 'D+1/3 'S]—(p') [3 'P+5/3 'D+1/3 'S]
—(sP') [5/3 'S+1/3 'S+25/6 'D+5/6 'D+5/2 'P+1/2 'P]
+(p')[2 'S+5 D+3 'P]+(sp )[14/3 'P+4/3 P+10/3 D+2/3 S]
—(p') [6 'P+10/3 'D+2/3 'S]—(sp) [4 'Py'P]/5(p 'p) y(s 'S)
W4(sp' 'P) = (p' 'P)+(sp') [3 'P+5/3 'D+1/3 'S]—(p') [3 'P+5/3 'D+1/3 'S]
—(sp') [2 '5+5/2 'D+5/2 'D+3/2 'P+3/2 'P]+ (p') [2 'S+5 'D+3 'P]
+ (sp') [2 4p+4 'P+10/3 'D+2/3 'S]—(p') [6 'P+10/3 'D+2/3 'S]
—( p) [ 'P+ ' ]+5(p 'P) + (s 'S),
W, (p' 'S) =6(p»p) —(p4) [9 'P+5 'D+'S]+(p') [4 4S+10'D+6 'P]
—(p') [9 'P+5 'D+'S]+6(p 'p),
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s'p4 W4(s'p4 'P) = (s'p') [4/3 4S+5/3 'D+'P]+ (sp4) [4/3 4P+2/3 'P]
—(P' 'P) —(s'P') [4 'P+5/3 'D+1/3 'S]—(sP') [5/3 'S+'S+5/2 'D+5/6 'D
+3/2 'P+1/2 'P]+4(s'p 'P) + (p') [4/3 4S+5/3 'D+'P]
+ (sp') [16/3 4P+ 8/3 'P+ 10/3 'D+2/3 'S]—(s' 'S) —(p') [4 'P+ 5/3 'D+1/3 'S]
—(sp) [6 'P+ 2 'P]+2 (s 'S) +4(p 'P)
W4(s'p4 'D) = (s'p') [3 'D+'P]+ 2 (sp4 'D) —(p4 'D) —(s'p') [3 'P+ 8/3 'D+1/3 'S]
—(sP') [9/2 'D+ 3/2 'D+3/2 'P+1/2 'P]+4(s'P 'P) + (P') [3 'D+'P]
+ (sp') [4 'P+2 'P+16/3 'D+2/3 'S]—(s' 'S) —(p') [3 'P+8/3 'D+1/3 'S]
—(sp) [6 'P+2 'P]+2(s 'S)+4(p 'P)
W4(s'p' 'S) =4(s'p' 'P)+2(sp' 'S) —(p' 'S) —(s'p') [3 'P+5/3 'D+4/3 'S]—(sp') [6 'P+2 'P]
+4(s'p 'P) +4(p' 'P) + (sp') [4 'P+2 'P+ 10/3 'D+8/3 'S]
—(s' 'S) —(p') [3 'P+5/3 'D+4/3 'S]—(sp) [6 'P+2 'P]+2(s 'S)+4(p 'P).
For the configuration (s'p') we have
s'p' W&(s'p' 'P) = (s'p') [3 'P+5/3 'D+1/3 'S]+(sp') [3/2 'P+1/2 'P] (s'p') [2—'S+5 D+3 'P ]
—(sp4) [44P+2 'P j10/3 'D+2/3 'S]—(p' 'P)+(s'p') [6 'P+10/3 'D+2/3 'P]
+ (sp') [5/2 'S+3/2 'S+15/2 'D+5/2 'D+9/2 'P+3/2 'P]
+(p') [3 'P+5/3 'D+1/3 'S]—5(s'p 'P) —(sp') [8 4P+4 'P+20/3 'D+4/3 'S]
—(p')[' 'S+5 'D+ ' ]+("'S)+('»['5/' 'P+5/' ' ]
+ (p') [6 'P+10/3 'D+2/3 'S]—2(s 'S) —5(p 'P)
IIIb. INTER-MULTIPLET SEPARATIONS
Relations have been developed above to give the absolute values of energy states in terms of those
of higher ions. It is frequently the case among known energy states that the absolute values of
several ions in succession are not known. Still it is desirable to know the relative separations in
such cases. These can be obtained easily and directly for all the configurations which are studied
above by subtraction of relations for states of the same configuration. Due to the equality of the
sums of the coefficients for each configuration which occurs, these diff'erence relations can always
be written in terms of the energy differences between multiplets in the higher ions.
It is also useful to have these difference relations in lower approximation. For example, the direct
differences of the relations given above for sp' give the separation of two multiplets in terms of
multiplet differences in sp', p', sp', p', sp and p'. A lower approximation can be found which gives
the same separation in terms of the same differences in sp', p', sp' and p'. We find the coefficients
as in section IIb.
Wa'(ABCDZ) = 2/3Q W(cxP78) —1/3+ W(nPy)+ 1/3Q W(n). (30)
If we subtract two such expressions for different multiplets of the same configuration we find that
the actual differences are the same as in the next higher approximation but all are-multiplied by
the coefficients in (30). The difference relations for the various configurations discussed above are
collected below. Since the diff'erences are all given from the lowest level of the configuration any
other diff'erence can be obtained by one subtraction. Some of the other differences give much simpler
relations.
ATOMIC ENERGY RELATIONS
P' (P') ['S—'D1= (P')3/2 ('P —'D)




(sP') L'P 'D]—= (P') L'P —'D]+ (sP) 1/2 L'P —'P]
(sP )[P —S]=(P') ['P—S]+(sP)1/2 I P —'P1
P4 (P4) [3P—&D]= (P3)4/3 [4S—&D]—(p2) PP —&D]
(p4) [8P—~S]= {p3)[4/3 (4S—~P) +5/3 (2D —~P)]—(p2) [3P—&S]
Next lower approximation:
(P')L'P-'D]= 1l2 (P')4/3 I S-'D],
(P )['P S]=1/2 (P')[4/3 ('S 'P)+5/3 ('D —'P)]
sP' (sP') ['S S]=(sp —)8/3 [P —P1—(sp) 2L P —P],
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(sP') ['S—'D] = (P') [4$—'D]+ (sP') [1/6 ('P 'P) +3/2 (—'P 'D)]-
—(P') 3/2 ['P —'D] —(sP) 1/2 ['P —'P]
(sp')[ S—'D]= (p')[4S—~D]+(sp2)[3/2 (4P —~P)+3/2 (4P —2D)]
—(p') 3/2 [3P 'D] (sp—)3/2 [—'P —'P],
(sP )FS—P]= (P3)[S—'P]+(sP ) [1/6 (4P —~P)+5/6 ( P 2D) y2/3 (4P—'S)]
—(P')[5/6 ('P 'D)+2/3 ('P —'S)]—(sp)1/2 ['P 'P], —
(sp')['S —'P]= (p') ['S—'P]+(sp') [3/2 ('P —'P)+5/6 ( P —D)+2/3 ('P —'S)]
—(P )[5/6 ( P D)+2/3 (~P ——S)]—(sP)3/2 [P —P].
The next lower approximation is obtained from the above by dropping those terms in two electrons
(sp and p') and multiplying the terms in three electrons by a factor 1/2. . For example, for 'S 'D—
we have
(sP') L'S—'D]= 1/2 (P') L'S—'D]+1/2 {sP')[1/6 ('P —'P)+3/2 ('P —'D)],
s'P' (s'P') L'P —'D]= (sP') [4l3 ('P 'D)+2/3 ('P —'D)—1—(P') L'P —'D]
(s'p') ['P—'S]= (sp') [4/3 ('P —'S) y2/3 ('P —'S)]—(p') ['P —'S].
For the next lower approximation drop the terms in p' and multiply those in sp' by 1/2.
sp' (sp)['P —'P]=(sp)[5/4('S —S)ys/4(D —D)+3/4(P —'P)]
—(sP') 3['P—'P]+ (sP) 3/2 PP 'P], —
(sp') [4P 'D]= (p') ['P —'D]+(s—p') [1/4 ('P 'P)+1/12 ('S—'D) +3/—4 ('S—'D)
+1/2 ('S—'D)] —(p')4/3 ['S—'D] (sp') [('P—'D)+2/3 ('—P 'P)]-
+ (P') ['P 'D]+ (sP) 1/2 ['P——'P
(sp4) ['P 'S]= (p4)['P —'S]+(sp—')[5/3 ('D —'P)+1/3 ('S—'P)+11/12 ('S—'P)
+1/12 ('S—'P) ]—(p') [4/3 (4S—'P) +5/3 ('D —'P) ]
—(sp') [2/3 (4P 'P) + (4P 'S)]+(p') ['P—'S]+(sp—)1/2 ['P —'P].
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To obtain the next lower approximation drop the terms in sp and p' and multiply those in p4 and
sp' by 2/3 and those in p' and sp' by 1/3. For the lowest approximation drop the terms in p' and
sp' as well and multiply those in p' and sp' by 1/3.
s'P' (s'P') ['S—'D]= (s'P')3/2 ['P —'D]+(sP') [5/4 ('S—'D)+1/4 ('S—'D)+1/2 ('S—'D)]
—(sP') [2('P —'D) + ('P —'D) ]—(P') [4S—2D]y (P') 3/2 ['P —'D]
("P')r'S —'P] = ("P')[5/6 ('P —'D)+2/3 ('P 'S)]—+(~P') L5/4 ('S 'P)+—1/4 ('S —'P)
+1/2 ('S—'P) ]—(sP') [5/3 ('P 'D) +—1/3 ('P 'S) + (—'P 'S) ]—
—(P') ['S—'P]+ (P') [5/6 ('P —'D) +2/3 ('P —'S)].
Follow the same procedure as for sP' to obtain the lower approximations.
sp~ (sp') ['P—'P]= (sp') 8/3 [4P —'P] —(sP') [5/3 ('S—'S) +5/3 ('D —'D) +('P 'P)]—
+(V')8/3 ['P 'P] (-~p) L'P-'P]. -
To obtain the next lower approximation drop the two electron terms and multiply all five electron
terms by 3/4, all four electron terms by 1/2 and all three electron terms by 1/4. For the next approxi-
mation drop the three electron terms as well and multiply the five electron terms by 1/2 and the
four electron terms by 1/6. For the lowest approximation drop the four electron terms also and
multiply the five electron terms by 1/4.
2p4 (~2p )[3P ~D]= (s~p3) 4/3 [4S—2D]+ (sp4) [4/3 (4P 2D) +2/3 (2P 2D)] (p4) [3P ~D]
—(s'P') ['P —'D] —(sP') [5/3('S —'D) +1/3 ('S—'D) +2/3 ('S—'D) ]
+(P )4/3 [S 2D]+(gP~)[4/3 ( P D)+2/3 ('P —'D)] —(P')['P——'D]
(s'P )['P 'S]= (s'P'—) [4/3 ('S—'P)+5/3 ('D 'P)]+ (s—P') [4/3 ('P 'S)+2/3 ('—P 'S)]-
—(P') ['P —'S]—(s'P') ['P 'S]—(sp') [—5/3 ('S—'P) + ('S—'P)
+3/2 ('D —'P) + ('D —'P) +5/6 ('D —'P) ]+(P') [4/3 ('S—'P) +5/3 ('D —'P) ]
+ (sP') [4/3 ('P 'S]+2/3 ('P——'S)]—(p') ['P —'S].
To obtain the lower approximations follow the same procedure as for sp'.
IV. ExAMpI. Hs
(a) The relations developed in the preceding
section IIIa express the energy of a given state
of' an atom or ion in terms of the energy states
of the higher ions. In these relations we may use
the values of the calculated energies4 or we may
use experimentally known states and from them
determine other states. It is the latter application
which is most useful since the energies have, for
the greater part, been calculated only to the
first order by the perturbation method and in
general do not agree very well with the observed
states. The examples considered here will be
confined to the elements 0, N and C largely
because the beautiful work of Edlen' has made
the energy states of these elements so fully and
accurately known. Table XII gives the energies
of various states of 0, N and C relative to the
Is' core, as taken from the work of Edlen. The
spin-orbit separations have been reduced to the
center of gravity.
Three electrons
Let us consider the state 2s2p' 'P. From
Table VII we find the following relation
For example, if the Slater relations are known for two
electrons they can be found for several electrons by using
the relations which give the many electron energies in
terms of those of two electrons.
B. Edlen, Zeits. f. Physik 84, 746 (1933).This is a con-
densed work. For complete information see Nova Acta
Regiae Societatis Scientiarum Upsaliensis, Series IV, Vol. 9,
No. 6.
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(sp') 'P= (p') 'P+(sp) [1/2 'P+3/2 'P]
If we use this relation to determine the state
(sp') 'P, then we insert the correct energies on
the right side from Table XII. For 0 IV we
find (sp') 'P =2,456, 158 crn ' with respect to the
1s' shell while the observed energy is 2,476, 194
cm '. The discrepancy between the two is 20,036
cm '. This appears to be a rather small error
compared to the total energy to the shell beneath
and it is even fairly small compared to the
interaction energy of the three electrons, 672,375 .
cm '. Under the usual criteria for a perturbation
problem this would be declared to be a good
approximation. Unfortunately, however, we are
seldom interested. in the total energy but rather
in the "absolute energy" to the normal state of
the next ion. This absolute value calculated is
423,717 and observed 443, 753 cm '. This error
in the calculated value is due to the omission of
the triple energy and we may therefore expect
the discrepancy for the three electron cases to
be greater than for more electrons where the
triple energies are included. The results for
configurations 2s'2p, 2s2p', 2p' and (2s') 2p' (i.e. ,
2p' outside a closed 2s' shell), giving the calcu-
lated and observed absolute values to the normal
state of the next ion and their differences, are
presented in Table XIII. The difference between
the calculated and observed values (the triple
energy) for a given state is nearly constant' with
' The regularities of the pair and triple energies as well
as the total electrostatic interaction as a function of Z will
be discussed in a later paper.
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Z. Thus if an adjacent element is known the
actual correction (triple energy) can be extra-
polated with considerable accuracy.
Four electrons
Since the triple energies are included in the
relations for four electrons we expect them to
agree better with the experimentally determined
states and indeed this proves to be the case.
Table XIV gives the absolute energies (to the
normal state of the next ion) of the various
multiplets of the configurations 2s'2p', 2s2p',
2p4 and (2s') 2p' as determined from the relations
developed, above and as observed, together with
their differences. The discrepancy for s'p' in the
absolute values is about 2500 cm '. The relative
value 'P —'D is, however, within 100 cm ' for
all three elements. The 'D —'S separation has a
larger discrepancy than the absolute values. It
is interesting to note how the differences (ob-
served minus calculated) decrease with increasing
Z, with the exception of 'S for ¹ The con6gura-
tion sp' fits better than s'p' except for one or
two multipIets in N and C which are not far
from the ioriization limit. In general we can
expect these relations to hold best for the low
terms of high multiplicity since the higher
orders are not as important. ~ In C, the sp' 'S
state, which is important as the lowest tetra-
valent state, has been predicted at 55,894 cm '.
' It is possible to apply these relations to the deter-
mination of the energy states of negative ions. The higher
orders, however, may be important and the results there-
fore may not be very accurate. For example, one finds that0 should have an electron affinity in the 2P' state of about
8000 cm ' or about 1 e. volt, whereas Lozier (Washington




























128 117,640 117,214 —426
'
409 98,588 97,991 -592








that the methods used here are more accurate
the more electrons there are considered: thus
p' is better than p'. This does not go on indefi-
nitely, however, since as more electrons are
This is 34,994 cm ' or 4.32 electron-volts above
the normal state of C. The multiplets of p4
(0 III) agree somewhat better than either of
the other configurations and for (2s') 2p' (normal
state of 0 I), the absolute values are all about
1200 cm ' too small, thus making the separations
check with a maximum error of about 100 cm '.
The error of only 15 cm ' in the 'P —'S separa-
tion is certainly fortuitous.
Five and six electrons
The ordinary absolute values with respect to
the normal state of the next ion, of the multi-
plets of configurations 2s'2p' of 0 and N and of
2s2p4 and 2s'2p4 of 0, determined by the
methods above, the values obtained experi-
mentally, and the differences between these are
presented, in Table XV. It has been pointed. out
Tx&Lz XV. Five and six electron configurations. Absolute values to normal state of
nextion.
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added the 0th approximation recedes further
from the actual problem and higher orders
become larger. The percentage error on the total
energy measured to the closed shell beneath
will continue to decrease but the actual error
may not. There are also other perturbing effects
due to spin-orbit interaction which become
apparent in these higher approximations. The
absolute energies calculated for 2s'2p4 of 0 I are
enough greater than the energies obtained when
only the 2p' group was considered that the
differences between the observed and calculated
values have negative signs, and indeed the
deviations are not as small as they are for 2p'.
This is a case in which the actual size of the 6rst
term riot considered, in the approximation is
higher for s'p4 than for p4, in spite of the fact
that the former is a higher approximation.
The atomic energy relations developed here have been
used in the examples given above to calculate the absolute
energies of atoms and ions in terms of the energies of
higher ions. The spectroscopist is generally interested in
the reverse process and these relations can be used as well
for this purpose. Let us consider (2s') 2p4 of 0 I and suppose
that we wish to find the absolute value of 2s'2p 'P in 0 IV.
The energies of all the states which were used in the rela-
tions for 2p4 were with respect to the 2s~ shell but if we do
not know the 0 IV states we would know the states of the
lower ions only with respect to 2s22p 'Pg. Using energies to
this limit (indicated by a prime) we can rewrite the relation
for (2s')2p4'P in the following way:
4(s2p)2P —3(s2p) 2Py= (s2p) p —2Q 2P = (s p ) P
(s p )I 4/3 S'+5/3 D +
+ (s2p2) t 4 3P'+5/3 'D'+1/3 ~S'j, (31)
where 6'P is8 the separation 'P; —'P~y, assuming the
interval rule. If we neglect this correction we find
lssP) 2P: 624,611 cm ' observed: 624, 139 cm '.
If we know the 'P separation (as we do here) we would find
a value (s.'p) 'P=625, 384 cm ' which does not agree so
well. The error in the corrected absolute value (1245) is
about the same as the error for the normal state of 0 I, but
the percentage error is very much smaller due to the large
ionization potential.
Let us consider the configuration s'p'. If we rewrite the
relation for s'p'4S so that the energies (indicated with a
prime) are all measured to (s) 'Sy for the case in which
absolute values in the highest ion are unknown, we find
3(p) ~P —2(s) ~S)= (p) 'P —2y{'Sy—~PI))+g 2P
= —(s P') S'+3(s'P ) 'P'+(SP3) t 5/4 SS'+3/4 3S'j
—3(s'p) 'P' —(sp') t4 4P'+2 'P' j—(p3) 4S'p(s~) ~S'
+(sp) 5/2 'P'+3/2 'P')+3(p') 'P', (32)
'This complication is removed, of course, if 6'P is
known.
where y('Sg —'Pig) is one of the resonance lines. Thus if
we know the states in the lower ions and this one spectral
line we can (neglecting 6 'P) immediately get the absolute
values. For 0 we have
(P) P—2y( S)—PI))+6 P =823 693 cm
ypgs, =96 907.7 cm ', (p) P+5 'P = 1 017,508;
observed: 1,017,280 cm '.
Using the observed 5 2P we find
(p) 'P =1,016,975, error 305 cm '.
If we did not know this one line it would still be possible
to eliminate either (s) 'S or (p) 'P between relations for
two different configurations, e.g. , s'p' and sp4, and solve
finally for both.
For the examples in 0, N and C considered here, only
those states have been considered which involve electrons
with total quantum number n=2. For these elements the
states which have an electron with higher n value such as
2s'2p24s are not suited to this method since the electrostatic
interaction of the inner electrons may easily be larger than
the energy of the outer electron in the central field. In such
a case the multiplets which arise from the same state in the
ion lie very close together. The separation of the different
groups built on diferent states in the ion can be found
directly from the distance of these basis states in the ion.
(b) In section III(b) it was shown that ex-
pressions could be found for the differences of
energy states within a configuration, in terms of
the di8erences found in higher ions. To use these
expressions absolute values are not necessary.
The various multiplet separations of 2p', (2s') 2p'
and 2s2p' determined from these relations and
observed for the elements 0, N and C, are
presented, together with their differences, in
Table XVI. The differences between the ob-
served and calculated values are roughly con-
stant with Z, as they were for the absolute
values. The errors for the three electron con-
figurations are rather large but their regularity
for different Z makes a much closer prediction
possible if an adjacent element is known.
The differences calculated and observed for
the four electron configurations 2s'2P', 2s2Ps,
2p4 and (2s')2p4 are presented in Table XVII.
For four electrons we have two approximations
for the differences. The higher one (marked II)
determines the separations in terms of differences
in the three and two electron ions, and the lower
one uses only the three electron ions. It is
interesting to notice that certain separations
Lfor example 2s'2p'('P —'D) g are quite close in
the lower approximation while other differences
2s'2p'('D —'S) are much more in error. The
R. F. BACHER AND S. GOUDSMIT





























































































































II 2p4 'P —iD
1D —1S
3P —iS
I 2p4 3P —iD
iD —iS
3P —iS
II (2s2) 2p4 3P —iD
1D 1S
3P —iS




















































































































































































II denotes highest approximation; I next highest.
higher orders are apparently more important
for the latter, or put another way, the 'S is
probably perturbed by adjacent levels. It is also
interesting to notice that there are certain
ratios of the separations holding for the lower
approximation which still hold for the higher
approximation. For example in 2s2pa, ('S—3S)
is twice as large as either ('D —'D) or ('P —'P)
in the lower approximation. ' The same relation
holds in the higher approximation.
This same ratio is obtained (See M. H. Johnson, Phys.
Rev. 39, 209 (1932)) from the Slater-Condon relations.
The multiplet differences for the configuration,
2s'2P', of 0 and N and for 2s2P4 and 2s'2P' for
0 are presented in Table XVIII. For the five
electron configurations there are three approxi-
mations, III being the highest. Again (4S 'D)—
of 2s'2p' is good in the lowest approximation
but the other separations of that configuration
are not. Agreement closer than 200 or 300 cm '
must be regarded as fortuitous and it is doubtful
One cannot conclude from the apparent validity of these
ratios in this and similar configurations, that first order
calculations should be expected to hold.
ATOM I C ENERGY RELATIONS






















































































































Calc. IV (3P —1D) 15,568; ('D —~S) 17,002; PP —'S) 32,560
Obs. -Calc. 223 j 923' 1146
For s'p3 and sp4, III denotes the highest approximation, II next highest, I lowest.
For s2p4 there are four approximations: IV highest, III next highest, etc.
whether the greater error in the highest approxi-
mation for 45 'D of 2s—'2p' has any significance.
For 2s'2p4 tHe greater error in the highest
approximation indicates that it is better to
consider only the 2&4 outside the closed 2s'
shell. There are four approximations available
for 2s'2p4 and ('P —'D) is not bad even in the
lowest.
APPENDIX I
The relations developed here will now be examined by using the methods of the perturbation theory. For three electrons
with coordinates x&, x2 and x3, the Hamiltonian has the following form:
II{X1X2X3)=Ho+ V {XyX2X3)=Ho+ V(xlX2) +V(X1X3}+V(X2X3) {33)
where ZIp includes the central field due to the nucleus and v(x1X2X3) is the interaction of the three electrons.
Let us consider the three electron state which is characterized by the quantum numbers A, B and C for the three
electrons. Let +(ABC) represent the normalized wave function of this state including the first order terms. We can
expand this 0'(ABC) in terms of the infinite set of one electron wave functions which are themselves properly normalized.
A (X1) B(X1} C{x1)
e(ABC) =—A(x2) B(x2) C(x2) + 2' ~{abc)
Q6 a, 5, c
A(x,) B(x ) C(x )




where V{ABC~abc}K(abc) =Ep {ABC) —Ep(abc)
and a(x~)- is the wave function of the state a of the one electron problem which has the same central field and the prime
on the sum indicates that the term ABC is omitted. Ep(ABC) is the energy of the state ABC of the three electron problem
if the interaction of the. electrons is completely neglected.
Ep(ABC) =E(A)+E{B)+E{C).
The change in the energy of the state ABC due to the elect. 'ostatic interaction, including terms of the first and second
order, can be written
Z{ABC)= )~+{ABC)v(x,x2x,)+"(ABC)dxgdxgdxg. (35)
There will be no terms in E(ABC) in which the quantum numbers of the antisymmetric combination of one electron wave
functions will differ for more than tWo electrons. On this basis the energy E(ABC) may be written in three parts,
E(ABC) =E (ABC)+E (ABC)+E (ABC) {36)
where Ej(ABC), E2(ABC) and E3(ABC) contain only terms which differ in zero, one and two electrons, respectively.
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For Ei(ABC), E2(ABC) and E3(ABC) in terms of the expanded wave functions, we find
E (ABC) = U(ABC/ABC)
Zf(ABC) = Z (sf(ABn) U(ABC/ABn)+s(ABn) U(ABn/ABC)+s"(AnC) V(ABC/AnC)+s(AnC) U(AnC/ABC)
t4 +Kf(nBC) V(ABC/nBC) +s(nBC) V{nBC/ABC) )
=Z(2s(ABn) V(ABC/ABn)+2s(AnC) V(ABC/AnC)+2s(nBC) V(ABC(nBC) I,





A (xl) B(xi) C(xi) A (xf) m(xl) n(xl)
V(ABC/Amn) = I/6J~ A(x, ) B(xf) C(xf) s(x&xfxf) A(xf) m(xf) n(xf) dx&dxfdxf
A (xf) B(xf) C(xf) A (xf) m(xf) n(xf)
Since we wish to examine certain relations between the energies of the three electron problem and those of the two
electron problem we must now study the latter. The central field will be taken as the same as that for the three electron
problem so that if the interaction of the electrons is neglected, the energy states for a single electron are the same for
both cases. The change in energy of the state AB due to the electrostatic interaction may again be written in three parts.
E(AB) =E)(AB)+E2(AB)+E3(AB), (40)
where Z&(AB), Zf(AB) and Bf(AB) contain only terms which differ in zero, one and two electrons, respectively. In terms
of the expanded wave functions of the two electron problem (the X's are the expansion coefficients), we find
Ei(AB) = U(AB/AB),
E2(AB) = Z I 2&(AB/An) V(AB/An) +2K(AB/nB) V(A B/nB) I,













s(xlxfxf) s(xlxf) +s(xlxf) +s(xfxf)l («)
V(ABC/ABC) = V(BC/BC)+ V(A C/A C)+ V(AB/AB), (45)
V(ABC/ABn) = V(BC/Bn)+ V(A C/An), («)
V(ABC/Amn) = U(BC/mn). (47)
Using the above relations between the V's we can find the ~'s in terms of the X's.
~(Amn) = ) (BC/mn), (48)
&(ABn) = X(BC/Bn)+X(A C/An). (49)
These relations enable us to write the electrostatic energies of the three electron problem in terms of those of the two
electron problem.
W'(ABC) = W'(AB)+W'(A C)+ IIo{BC)—W(A) W(B) W(C). — — {51)
Since this is the same as Eq. (4), this shows that (4) is exact to the first order terms. For E2(ABC) and E3(ABC) we find
Bf(ABC) =Z(2[X(BC/Bn)+) (AC/An)][V(BC/Bn)+ U(AC(An)5+2/k(AB/An)+X(BC/nC)5
E,(ABC) = V(AB/AB)+ V(A C/A C)+ U(BC/BC) =E (AB)+E,(A C)+E (BC). (50)
This is a relation between the first order terms of the electrostatic interaction. If we include the energy in the central
field we find
g )U(AB/An)+ U(BC//nC) j+2$X(AB/nB)+X(A C/nC)g)U(AB/nB)+ U(A C/nC) J}, (52)
E2(ABC) =E2(AB)+E2(A C)+E2(BC)+cross terms in (52), (53)
E3(ABC) = 2 I 2),(BC/mn) V(BC/mn) +2K(A B/mn) V(AB/mn) +2) (A C/mri) V(A C/mn) },
mf s
E3(ABC) =E3(BC)+E3(AB)+E3(AC). (54)
If it were not for the cross terms in (52) we would again get Eq. (4) when (53) and (54) are added to (51). Except for
the cross terms in (52), Eq. (4) would hold up to the second order. We conclude that Eq. (4) which relates the energies
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of the three, two and one electron problems, is exact up to the first order and holds also for parts of the second order.
Let us now consider four electrons in the same central field. The Hamiltonian of the problem will have the form
H(x1x2x3x4) = IIp{x]x2x3x4}+ z 8{x;xg), (55)jhi™1
where the central field is included in H' p. The wave function (including first order terms) of the state which is characterized
by the quantum numbers A, B, C and D for the four electrons may be written
A(x, ) B(x,} C{x,) D(x,) m(x)) n(x1) o(x1) p(x1)
A (x2) B(x~) C(x2) D(x2) + &, { 1 m(x2) n(x~) o(x2) P(x2}A (X3) B(X3) C(X3) D(X3) g/no@ q 24' m(X3) n(X3} O(X3) P(X3)
A (x4) B(x4) C(x4) D{x4) m(x4) n(x4) o(x4) p(x4}
V(ABCD/mnop)
where p, (mnop) = =0 if mnop differs from ABCD in the quantum numbers of more than twoE (ABCD) —Ep(mnoP)
(56)
electrons.
The change in the energy E(ABCD) due to the electrostatic interaction, including second order terms, may be split
into three parts as before.
This relation is the same as Eq. (7) so we conclude that (7) is exact up to and including the second order. It is very
probable that (7) holds for parts of the third and higher orders. Up to the second order one can verify the relations for
more than four electrons in the same way, although the equations become somewhat lengthy. Inclusion of the third and
higher orders, however, greatly increases the complication.
E(ABCD) =Eg(ABCD)+E2{ABCD)+E3(ABCD). (57)
For E1(ABCD), E2(ABCD) and E3(ABCD) we find
E1(ABCD) = V(AB/AB)+ V(A C/A C)+ V(AD /AD)+ V(BC/BC) +V(BD/BD)+ V(CD/CD),
Ei(ABCD) =Ei(ABC)+Ei(ABD) pe(A CD)+Ei(BCD) Ei(AB) E—i(A C) E—i(AD) Ei—(BC) Ei(—BD) —Zi—(CD), (58)
Z2(AB CD) = Z I 2n(A BCn) [V(AD/An) +V(BD/Bn) +V(CD/Cn) g
n
+2@,(ABnD) t V(AC/An)+ V(BC/Bn)+ V(CD/nD) j+2p, (AnCD) [V(AB/An)+ V(BC/nC)+ V(BD/nD) j
+2@,(nBCD) )V(AB/nB)+ U(A C/nC)+ V(AD/nD) jI,
E2(AB CD) =E,(ABC) +E,(A BD)+E2(A CD) +E,(BCD) E,(AB)——K(A C) E2(AD) E,(BC—) E2 (BD—) E—,(CD}-, (59)
E3(ABCD) = Z I2p(ABmn} U(CD/mn)+2@(AmCn} V(BDjmn)+2p{mBCn) V(AD/mn)
+2p(mBnD) V(AC/mn)+2@(AmnD) V(BC/mn)+2@(mnCD) U(AB/mn) I,
E3(ABCD) =E3(ABC) +E3(ABD) +E3(A CD) +E3(BCD) —E3(AB)—E3(A C) —E3(AD) —E3(BC)—E3(BD)—E3(CD). (60)
If we include the energy of the unperturbed problem we find for the total energy in second order.
P"2(ABCD) = ~(ABC)+ P'2(ABD) +Pr2(A CD) +P"2(BCD) —trV2(AB) —~(A C) —~(AD) —P'2(BC)
—IF'(BD) —M(CD) +IF(A)jW(B) +W(C)+ W(D). (61)
APPENDIx II
In the configuration p2 consider the two states with 3fg=0, MJ.= i. We know that these two states together give 3P
and D, each being some linear combination of the two. In order to find this linear combination, let us consider in Table
IV for P3 the two states which are 'D alone. These two states must have the same pair energy. If we write the pair energy
of two electrons as w(m, rn& m, ' m&') and the total pair energy for 'D as w('D) we have the following relations
m('D) =m(1/2 1, 1/20)+m(1!2 1, —1/2 1)im(1/2 0, —1/2 1),
'P 1D




In (62), the first pair energy is that of 'P of P' {compare Table II) and the second that of 'D. In (63), the first is 'D and
the last 3P. Since the pair energies must be equal in both cases we have (64)
m (1/2 0, —1/2 1)=m(1/2 1, —1/2 0). (64)
If we go back now to the two states of p' having 3lg=0 and M'L, =1, we see that (64) shows they have the same pair
energy and hence the two states must have the same linear combination of 3P and 'D. The two states together give 3P+'D
so each state is 1/2 'P+1/2 'D.
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Let us consider the three states with 3/Ig =0 and Jj/II. =O from the configuration p'. 'We know that these three states
together give P, 'D and 'S. If we go to Table VIII for configuration p' there are four states which are uniquely p''P.
Since these must have the same pair energy Eqs. (65), (66) and (67) result.
(p' 'P) =m'(1/2 1 1/2 0)+m(1/2 1, 1/2 —1)+m(1/2 1, —1/2 1)+m(1/2 0, 1/2 —1)+m'(1/2 0 —1/2 1)
+m(1/2 —1, —1/2 1), (65)
m(p4'P) =m(1/2 1, 1/2 0)+m(1/2 1, 1/2 —1)+w(1/2 1, —1/2 0)+m{1/2 0, 1/2 —1)+m(1/2 0, —1/2 0)
+m(i /2 —1, —1/2 0), (66)
m(p4 3P) =m(1/2 1, 1/2 0)+m{1/2 1, 1/2 —1)+w(1/2 1, —1/2 —1)+m(1/2 0 1/2 —1)+m(1/2 0, —1/2 —1)
+w(l/2 —1, —1/2 —1). (67}
Utilizing knowledge of the pair energies of other states of p', and noting that if the signs of all the quantum numbers in
a pair are changed the pair energy is unchanged, we get the following relations:
(1/2 0, —1/2 0) =1/2 m('D) —1/2 ve('P}+w(i/2 1, —1/2 —1),
m(1/2 —1, —1/2 1) =m(1/2 1, —1/2 —1).
In addition the three states together give P, 'D and 'S.
m(1/2 0, —1/2 0)+2+{1/2 1, —1/2 —1)=m('P)+m('D)+m('S).
Hence we have (71) and (72)
(1/2 1, —1/2 —1) = 1/2 m(3P) +1/6 w(~D)+1/3 zv{'S),






This means that in the set 3fg=0, 3III, =O the first and third states are 1/2 3P+1/6 D+1/3'S and the second is
2/3 'D+1/3 'S.
Eqs. (64) and (69) indicate that the division into multiplets is the same for two states which differ either in the signs
of all the m, or all the mi. The state which differs from another state in the signs of all the m, and all the mi is simply
the corresponding state from the half of the Pauli table with My+3/Xg &0 and also has the same division into multiplets
From the configuration p' there are multiplets 'S, 'D and 'P. In the set with 358=1/2 and 3IIp= 1 (see Table IV),
we find that each of the states has the same pair energy and hence each state is given by 1/2 'D+1/2 2P since the two
together give 'P+'D. The same is true for the set with M8= —1/2, and 3II1.=1.
In the set with 358 =1/2 and 3/II. =0 there are three states which together give 4S, 'D and 2P. Since we know that the
pair energies of a state (ABC) must be the same as for (AB)+(A C)+(BC), we have
m(ABC) =w{AB)+w(A C) +re(BC), (73)
"p t% 7P
where (ABC) is used here to represent the pair energies of {ABC).Utilizing (73), we find from the states which are
already known in Table IV the following relations
K(p' 'S) =3K(p' 'P),
m{p 'D) =3/2 m(p' 'P) +3/2 m(p' 'D)
m(p' 'P) =3/2 m(p' 'P)+5/6 m(p' 'D)+2/3 w(p' 'S).




m(1/2 1, 1/2 0, —1/2 —1) = 2m(p' 'P) +2/3 m(p~ 'D) +1/3 m{p'- 'S) (77)
w(1/2 1, 1/2 —1, —1/2 0) =2m(p' 'P)+m(p' 'D), (78)
m(1/2 0, 1/2 —1, —1/2 1)=2m(P' 'P)+2/3 m(P' 'D)+1/3 m(P' 'S). (79)
We wish to find m(i/2 1, 1/2 0, —1/2 —1), w{1/2 1, 1/2 —1, —1/2 0) and m{1/2 0, 1/2 —1, —1/2 1) in terms of m(p' 4$),
m(p''D) and w(p''P) so that all the Eqs. (74) to (79) are satisfied simultaneously. If we solve (74), {75) and {76) for
m(p' 'P), m{p' 'D) and m(p' 'S) and substitute these values in (77), {78)and (79), we get the following
m(i/2 1 1/2 0 —1/2 —1)=1/3 m{p''$)+1/6 m(p''D)+1/2 m(p''P), (80)
ve(1/2 1, 1/2 —1, —1/2 0) = 1/3 m(p' 'S)12/3 m(p' 'D) (si)
m(1/2 0, 1/2 —1, —1'/2 1)=1/3 m(p'4$)+1/6 m(p'2D)+1/2 m(p''P). (82)
The relations (80), (81) and (82) for the pair energies give the proper linear combinations found in Table IV for the
three states of the set 3II8=1/2, M'L, =O.
It may seem that this is somewhat involved, but it is nearly always possible, with a little practice, to determine the
coefficients immediately from inspection. For example, in the last case it is apparent since p' 'P occurs (see Table IV, last
column) only with p2'S, that it will occur in the first and third states of the set with coeKcient 1/2. The second state
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has a 'D in the multiplets from pairs but no 'P in the p' multiplets, so 'D must occur with the coefficient 2/3. The first
and third states must have the same linear combination and the sum of the 'D coefficients is unity so 'D occurs in the
first and third states with coefficient I/6. Since for each state the sum of the coefficients must be unity, the coefficient of
4$ is I/3 for each state.
It is not necessary to know the exact linear combination of all the states of Table IV in order to find the energies of
the various rnultiplets but the information is useful in finding the linear combinations in more complicated configurations.
From the configuration sp' there are multiplets 'P, 'P, ~D and 'S. Each of the states in Table V with M'g=3/2 is
assigned to 'P alone and those with M'g=2 belong to 'D. In the set with My=i/2 and 3fg= I three of the possible
four states will be represented, 4P, 'P and 'D. Using (73) and the information available about 4P and 'D we find
m(sp& 4P) =m(p»P)+2m(sp &P),
w(sp»D) =zv(p D}+3/2 m(sp 'P) + I/2 m (sp 'P)
Considering the whole set Mg = I/2, 351,= I we have
m{sp' 'p)+w(sp' 'D)+m(sp' 'p) =2m(p' 'P)+m(p' 'D)+4m(sp 'P)+2m(sp 'P).






These relations for the pair energies give the linear combinations for the three states with My=1/2 and Ml. = I found
in Table V.
In the set of states with 3IIg= I/2 and 3III,=O all four possible multiplets, 4P, 'P, 'D, and 'S, are represented. Con-
sidering the whole set together we have
m (sP2 4P)+m(sP»P)+m(sP ~D)+m{sP' 'S) =2m(P P)+~(P' ~D)+w(P»S)+II/2 w(sP 8P)+5/2 w(sP P) (91)
With the help of (83), (84) end (86) we find from (91)
~(sp»S) =~(p»$)+3/2 m{sp 'P)+I/2 m{sp P} (92)
For the four states we get the following relations for the pair energies
m'(I/2 I/2 1 1/2 I) =m(I/2 I/2 —I —I/2 I) = I/2 m(p' 'P)+ I/6 m(p' 'D)
+I/3 m(p' 'S)+3/2 m(sp 'P)+1/2 m(sp 'P), (93)
~(I/2, I/2 0, —I/2 0) =2/3 w(p 'D)+I/3 m(p' S)+3/2 m{sp 3P)+I/2 m(sp 'P) (94)
m( —I/2, I/2 I, I/2 —I}=m(p2 'P)+m{sp 'P)+m(sp 'P). {95)
Solving (83), (84), (86) and {92) for m(p'~P), m(p 'S), m(sp 3P) and m(sp'P) in terms of m(sp'4P), m(sp''P),
m(sp' 'D), m(sp' 'S) and m(p' 'D) as above and putting them in (93), (94) and (95) we find
ze(I/2, I/2 I, —I/2 —I) =m{1/2, I/2 —I, —I/2 I) = I/3 m(sp' 'P)+I/6 m{sp' P)+I/O m(sp''D)+I/3 m(sp''S), (96)
m(1 /2, I/2 0, —I/2 0) = I/3 zv(sp2 'S) +2/3 ve(sp~ 2D), (97)
m( —I/2, I/2 I, I/2 —I}= I/3 m {sP'4P) +2/3 zo(sP' 'P). (98)
The relations (96), (97) and (98) give the proper linear combinations found in Table V. For this configuration the in-
spection method gives the coefficients almost immediately.
No further particular examples are worked out here in detail as we believe the method is amply illustrated above. The
coefficients can nearly always be found most easily by the inspection method for which a certain amount of familiarity
with the Pauli tables is indeed helpful. There are numerous regularities to guide one which unfortunately cannot be
pointed out here in detail.
K (sp' 'P) =m(p' 'P) + I/2 K (sp 'P) +3/2 ~(sp 'P).
From the individual states of the 3IIg = I/2, Mz, = I set, we have
m(I/2 1/2 I I/2 0) =w(I/2 I/2 0 I/2 I) = I/2 m(p''P)+I/2 m(p' 'D)+3/2 m(sp 'P)+I/2 m(sp'P) ' (87)
+{1/2, I/2 I, 1/2 0) =m(p' 'P) +m(sp 'P)+w(sp 'P). {88)
If now we solve (83), (84) and (86) for m(p' 'P), m(sp 'P) and m(sp 'P) in terms of m(sp' 4P), m(sp' ~D) w(sp' 2P) and
m{p''D) and put them into (87) and (88) we find
m{1/2, I/2 I, —I/2 0) =m(I/2, I/2 0, —1/2 I) = I/3 m(sp'4P)+1/2 m(sp2 ~D)+I/O m(sp'4'P),
m(1/2, I/2 I, I/2 0) = I/3 m(sp'4P)+2/3 m(sp' 'P).
